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Minimum cost mirror sites using network coding:
Replication vs. coding at the source nodes

arXiv:0910.2263v2 [cs.IT] 27 Sep 2010

Shurui Huang, Aditya Ramamoorthy and Muriel Médard

Abstract—Content distribution over networks is often achieved
by using mirror sites that hold copies of files or portions thereof to
avoid congestion and delay issues arising from excessive demands
to a single location. Accordingly, there are distributed storage
solutions that divide the file into pieces and place copies of the
pieces (replication) or coded versions of the pieces (coding) at
multiple source nodes.
We consider a network which uses network coding for multicasting the file. There is a set of source nodes that contains either
subsets or coded versions of the pieces of the file. The cost of a
given storage solution is defined as the sum of the storage cost
and the cost of the flows required to support the multicast. Our
interest is in finding the storage capacities and flows at minimum
combined cost. We formulate the corresponding optimization
problems by using the theory of information measures. In
particular, we show that when there are two source nodes, there
is no loss in considering subset sources. For three source nodes,
we derive a tight upper bound on the cost gap between the coded
and uncoded cases. We also present algorithms for determining
the content of the source nodes.
Index Terms—Content distribution, information measures,
minimum cost, network coding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Large scale content distribution over the Internet is a topic
of great interest and has been the subject of numerous studies
[1][2][3][4]. The dominant mode of content distribution is the
client-server model, where a given client requests a central
server for the file, which then proceeds to service the request.
A single server location, however is likely to be overwhelmed
when a large number of users request for a file at the same
time, because of bottleneck constraints at a storage location
or other network limitations in reaching that server location.
Thus, content, such as websites or videos for download, are
often replicated by the use of mirrors [1]. Such issues are
of particular interest to Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)
[5][6][7], which have their own, often multi-tiered, mirroring
topology. In other cases, content is hosted by third parties,
who manage complex mirroring networks and direct requests
to different locations according to the current estimate of the
Internet’s congestion, sometimes termed the weathermap, e.g.,
reference [8] describes techniques for load balancing in a
network to avoid hot spots. One may consider the usage of
coding for replicating the content, e.g., through erasure codes
such as Reed-Solomon codes or fountain codes.
S. Huang and A. Ramamoorthy ({hshurui, adityar}@iastate.edu) are with
the Dept. of Electrical & Computer Eng., Iowa State University, Ames, IA
50011, USA. M. Médard (medard@mit.edu) is with the Dept. of Electrical
Eng. and Computer Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. The material in this work has appeared in part at the 2010
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Peer-to-peer networks have also been proposed for content
distribution in a distributed manner [2][3][4][9]. However, the
underlying content distribution mechanism in a peer-to-peer
network is different when compared to CDNs, since they do
not use mirror sites. Instead, a given node downloads data from
available peers in a highly opportunistic fashion. The technique
of network coding has also been used for content distribution
in networks [10]. Under network coding based multicast, the
problem of allocating resources such as rates and flows in the
network can be solved in polynomial time [11]. Coding not
only allows guaranteed optimal performance which is at least
as good as tree-based approaches [12], but also does not suffer
from the complexity issues associated with Steiner tree packings. Moreover, one can arrive at distributed solutions to these
problems [11][13]. Recently, these optimization approaches
have been generalized to minimize download time [14][15].
In these approaches, the peers, acting as source nodes, are
given. The goal of the optimization is to reduce the download
time by controlling the amount of information transmitted at
different peers. As for multicast transmission optimization, the
use of coding renders the problem highly tractable, obviating
the difficult combinatorial issues associated with optimization
in uncoded peer to peer networks [16].
In this work, we consider the following problem. Suppose
that there is a large file, that may be subdivided into small
pieces, that needs to be transmitted to a given set of clients
over a network using network coding. The network has a
designated set of nodes (called source nodes) that have storage
space. Each unit of storage space and each unit of flow over a
certain edge has a known linear cost. We want to determine the
optimal storage capacities and flow patterns over the network
such that this can be done with minimum cost. Underlying this
optimization is the fact that source coding and network coding
are not separable [17]. Hence, there is a benefit in jointly
considering network coding for distribution and the correlation
among the sources (see [18] for a survey). Lee et al. [19] and
Ramamoorthy et al. [20], showed how to optimize multicast
cost when the sources are correlated. While that problem is
closely related to ours, since it considers correlated sources
and optimization of delivery using such correlated sources, it
assumes a given correlation, and no cost is associated with
the storage. In this work, we are interested in the problem of
design of sources.
We distinguish the following two different cases.
(i) Subset sources case: Each source node only contains an
uncoded subset of the pieces of the file.
(ii) Coded sources case: Each source node can contain arbitrary functions of the pieces of the file.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
background and related work. Section III outlines basic results
that allow us to apply the theory of I-measures to our problem.
We formulate the precise problems under consideration in
Section IV. The cost gap between the subset case and the
coded case is discussed in Section V, and the simulation results
are presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Cost comparison of three different storage schemes when a document
[a b c d] needs to be transmitted to two terminals. Note that in this example,
the case of partial replication has the lowest cost.

We begin by showing by means of an example that storing
independent data at each source node is not optimal in general
as illustrated in Figure 1, which is the celebrated butterfly
network. We consider a file represented as (a, b, c, d), where
each of the four components has unit-entropy, and a network
where each edge has capacity of three bits/unit time. The cost
of transmitting at rate x over edge e is ce (x) = x, the cost of
storage at the sources is 1 per unit storage. As shown in the
figure, the case of partial replication when the source nodes
contain dependent information has lower cost compared to the
cases when the source nodes contain independent information
or identical information (full replication). The case of subset
sources is interesting for multiple reasons. For example, it may
be the case that a given terminal is only interested in a part of
the original file. In this case, if one places coded pieces of the
original file at the source nodes, then the terminal may need
to obtain a large number of coded pieces before it can recover
the part that it is interested in. In the extreme case, if coding
is performed across all the pieces of the file, then the terminal
will need to recover all the sources before it can recover the
part it is interested in. Note however, that in this work we
do not explicitly consider scenarios where a given terminal
requires parts of the file. From a theoretical perspective as
well, it is interesting to examine how much loss one incurs by
not allowing coding at the sources.
A. Main Contributions
1) Formulation of the optimization problems by exploiting
the properties of information measures ([21]): We provide
a precise formulation of the different optimization problems
by leveraging the properties of the information measure (Imeasure) introduced in [21]. This allows to provide a succinct
formulation of the cost gap between the two cases and allows
us to recover tight results in certain cases.
2) Cost comparison between subset sources case and coded
sources case: The usage of the properties of information
measure allows us to conclude that when there are two
source nodes, there is no loss in considering subset sources.
Furthermore, in the case of three source nodes, we derive an
upper bound on the cost between the two cases that is shown to
be tight. Finally, we propose a greedy algorithm to determine
the cost gap for a given instance.

II. BACKGROUND

AND RELATED WORK

A. Minimum cost multicast with multiple sources problem
Several schemes have been proposed for content distribution
over networks as discussed previously ([1][3][4][9][10]). In
this section we briefly overview past work that is most closely
related to the problem that we are considering.
Network coding has been used in the area of large scale
content distribution for different purposes. Several design
principles for peer to peer streaming system with network
coding in realistic settings are introduced in [22]. Reference
[10] proposed a content distribution scheme using network
coding in a dynamic environment where nodes cooperate.
A random linear coding based storage system (which is
motivated by random network coding) was considered in [23]
and shown to be more efficient than uncoded random storage
system. However, their notion of efficiency is different than
the total flow and storage cost considered in our work. The
work of [11], proposed linear programming formulations for
minimum cost flow allocation network coding based multicast.
Lee et al. [19] constructed minimum cost subgraphs for the
multicast of two correlated sources. They also proposed the
problem of optimizing the correlation structure of sources and
their placement. However, a solution was not presented there.
Efficient algorithms for jointly allocating flows and rates were
proposed for the multicast of a large number of correlated
sources by Ramamoorthy [20] (see [24] for a formulation
where the terminals exhibit selfish behavior). The work of
Jiang [25], considered a formulation that is similar to ours. It
shows that under network coding, the problem of minimizing
the joint transmission and storage cost can be formulated as
a linear program. Furthermore, it considers a special class
of networks called generalized tree networks and shows that
there is no difference in the cost whether one considers subset
sources or coded sources. This conclusion is consistent with
the fact that network coding is not useful in tree settings. In
contrast, in this work we consider general networks, i.e., we do
not assume any special structure of the network. We note that
in more recent work [26], network coding based distributed
storage mechanisms and associated research issues have been
outlined.
The work of Bhattad et al. [27] proposed an optimization
problem formulation for cost minimization when some nodes
are only allowed routing and forwarding instead of network
coding. Our work on subset sources can perhaps be considered
as an instance of this problem, by introducing a virtual super
node and only allowing routing/forwarding on it. However,
since we consider a specific instance of this general problem,
as we allow coding at all nodes except the virtual super node,
our problem formulation is much simpler than [27] and allows
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us to compare the cost of subset sources vs. coded sources.
In [27], the complexity grows as the product of the number
of edges and a factor that is exponential in the number of
terminals. In our method, the number of constraints only grows
linearly with the number of receivers. However, there is a set of
constraints that is exponential in the number of source nodes.
For most networks, we expect our formulation to be more
efficient. In addition, we recover stronger results in the case
when there are only two or three source nodes. Our solution
approach uses the concept of information measures [21], that
has also been used in [28] recently in other contexts.
B. Set theory and information theory
In this section, we introduce a few basic concepts and useful
theorems that relate to set theory and information theory. More
details can be found in [21].
Definition 1: The field
Fn
generated by
sets
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en is the collection of sets which can be
X
obtained by any sequence of usual set operations on
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en .
X
Definition 2: The atoms of Fn are sets of the form ∩ni=1 Yi ,
ei or X
e c.
where Yi is either X
i
Definition 3: A real function µ defined on Fn is called a
signed measure if it is set-additive, i.e., for disjoint sets A and
B in Fn , µ(A ∪ B) = µ(A) + µ(B).
We use Fn to denote the field generated by
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en . Define the universal set Ω to be the
X
e
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en , i.e., Ω = ∪n X
union of the sets X
i=1 i . The set
c
n
e c ) = µ(∅) = 0, is
e whose measure is µ(∩n X
A0 = ∩i=1 X
i
i=1 i
called the empty atom of Fn . Let A be the set of nonempty
atoms of Fn (|A| = 2n − 1). It can be shown that any set
in Fn can be uniquely defined as the union of some atoms.
A signed measure µ on Fn is completely specified by the
values of the µ on the nonempty atoms of Fn .
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en .
Consider a field Fn generated by n sets X
ei
eV denote ∪i∈V X
Let NS = {1, 2, · · · , n} and X
for any nonempty subset V of NS . Define B =
eV : V is a nonempty subset of NS } According to the
{X
proof of Theorem 3.6 in [21], there is a unique linear relationship between µ(A) for A ∈ A and µ(B) for B ∈ B.
Since Fn can be completely specified by µ(A), Fn can also
be completely specified by µ(B).
ei be a set
For n random variables X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn , let X
corresponding to Xi . Let XV = (Xi , i ∈ V ), where V is
some nonempty subset of Ns . We define the signed measure by
eV ) = H(XV ), for all nonempty subset V of NS . Then
µ∗ (X
µ∗ is the unique signed measure on Fn which is consistent
with all of Shannon’s information measures (Theorem 3.9 in
[21]).
III. P RELIMINARIES
In this section we develop some key results, that will be used
throughout the paper. In particular, we shall deal extensively
with the I-measure introduced in [21]. We refer the reader to
[21] for the required background in this area. First we note that
it is well known that atom measures can be negative for general
probability distributions [21], e.g., three random variables X1 ,

X2 and X3 , where X1 and X2 are independent, P (Xi = 1) =
P (Xi = 0) = 1/2, i = 1, 2. X3 = (X1 + X2 ) mod 2, then
e1 ∩ X
e2 ∩ X
e3 ) = −1. Next we argue that in order to make
µ(X
each source node only contain a subset of the pieces of the
file, the measure of the atoms in the fields generated by the
sources should be non-negative. This is stated as a theorem
below.
Let NS
=
{1, 2, · · · , n}. Consider n random
variables X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn and their corresponding sets
ei and XV = (Xi , i ∈ V ),
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en . Let X
eV = ∪i∈V X
X
V ⊆ NS . We denote the set of nonempty atoms of Fn by A,
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en .
where Fn is the field generated by the sets X
∗ e
Construct the signed measure µ (XV ) = H(XV ), for all
nonempty subset V of NS .
Theorem 1: (1) Suppose that there exists a set of 2n − 1
nonnegative values, one corresponding to each atom of Fn , i.e,
α(A) ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A. Then, we can define a set of independent
random variables, WA , A ∈ A and construct random variables
ej ), such that the measures of the
Xj = (WA : A ∈ A, A ⊂ X
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en
nonempty atoms of the field generated by X
∗
correspond to the values of α, i.e., µ (A) = α(A), ∀A ∈ A.
(2) Conversely, let Zi , i ∈ {1, . . . , m} be a collection of
independent random variables. Suppose that a set of random
variables Xi , i = 1, . . . , n is such that Xi = ZVi , where
Vi ⊆ {1, . . . , m}. Then the set of atoms of the field generated
e1 , X
e2 , · · · , X
en , have non-negative measures.
by X
Proof: See Appendix.
IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We now present the precise problem formulations for the
subset sources case and the coded sources case. Suppose that
we are given a directed graph G = (V, E, C) that represents
the network, V denotes the set of vertices, E denotes the set
of edges, and Cij denotes the capacity of edge (i, j) ∈ E.
There is a set of source nodes S ⊂ V (numbered 1, . . . , n)
and terminal nodes T ⊂ V , such that |T | = m. We assume
that the original source, that has a certain entropy, can be
represented as the collection of equal entropy independent
sources {OSj }Q
j=1 , where Q is a sufficiently large integer.
Note that this implies that H(OSj ) can be fractional. Let Xi
represent the source at the ith source node. For instance in the
case of subset sources, this represents a subset of {OSj }Q
j=1
that are available at the ith node. Suppose that each edge (i, j)
incurs a linear cost fij zij for a flow of value zij over it, and
each source incurs a linear cost di H(Xi ) for the information
Xi stored.
A. Subset Sources Case
1) Basic formulation: In this case each source Xi , i =
1, . . . , n is constrained to be a subset of the pieces of the
original source. We leverage Theorem 1 from the previous
section that tells us that in this case that µ∗ (A) ≥ 0 for all
A ∈ A. In the discussion below, we will pose this problem
as one of recovering the measures of the 2n − 1 atoms. Note
that this will in general result in fractional values. However,
the solution can be interpreted appropriately because of the
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Fig. 2. Modified graph for the first formulation when there are three sources.

assumptions on the original source. This point is also discussed
in Section IV-B.
We construct an augmented graph G∗1 = (V1∗ , E1∗ , C1∗ )
as follows (see Figure 2). Append a virtual super node s∗
and 2n − 1 virtual nodes corresponding to the atom sources
WA , ∀A ∈ A and connect s∗ to each WA source node. The
ei .
node for WA is connected to a source node i ∈ S if A ⊂ X
The capacities of the new (virtual) edges
P are set to infinity.
The cost of the edge (s∗ , WA ) is set to {i∈S:A⊂Xei } di . The
ei are set to zero.
costs of the edges (WA , Si ), A ⊂ X
If each terminal can recover all the atom sources, WA , ∀A ∈
A, then it can in turn recover the original source. The
information that needs to be stored at the source node i ∈ S,
ei . Let
is equal to the sum of flows from s∗ to WA , ∀A ⊂ X
(t)
∗
xij , t ∈ T represent the flow variable over G1 corresponding
to the terminal t along edge (i, j) and let zij represent
(t)
maxt∈T xij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E. The corresponding optimization
problem is defined
as ATOM-SUBSET-MIN-COST.
P
P
P
minimize (i,j)∈E fij zij + A∈A ( {i∈S:A⊂Xei } di )µ∗ (A)
subject to
(t)

0 ≤ xij ≤ zij ≤ c∗ij,1 , ∀(i, j) ∈ E1∗ , t ∈ T
X
X
(t)
(t)
(t)
xji = σi , ∀i ∈ V1∗ , t ∈ T
xij −
{j|(i,j)∈E1∗ }

{j|(j,i)∈E1∗ }

(t)

xs∗ WA = µ∗ (A), t ∈ T, A ∈ A

(1)

∗

µ (A) ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A
H(X1 , X2 · · · , Xn ) =

X

(2)
∗

µ (A)

(3)

A:A∈A

where
(t)

σi

Sn


if i = s∗
 H(X1 , · · · , Xn )
=
−H(X1 , · · · , Xn ) if i = t

0
otherwise.

(4)

This is basically the formulation of the minimum cost multicast problem [11] with a virtual super-source of entropy

Fig. 3.

T2

...

Tm

Modified graph for the second formulation.

H(X1 , . . . , Xn ), with the added constraint that the flow on
(t)
the edge from s∗ to node WA for each terminal,
P xs∗ W∗A is at
∗
least µ (A). We also have a constraint that A∈A µ (A) =
H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ), that in turns yields the constraint that
(t)
xs∗ WA = µ∗ (A). Also, note that the measure of each atom,
µ∗ (A) is non-negative. This enforces the subset constraints.
Because from the non-negative measures of the atoms, we
are able to construct random variables, which indicates the
atom measures satisfy both Shannon type inequalities and
non-Shannon type inequalities. Hence, the non-negative atom
measures ensure that the corresponding entropic vectors are in
entropy region.
In general, the proposed LP formulation has a number of
constraints that is exponential in the number of source nodes,
since there are 2n − 1 atoms. However, when the number of
source nodes is small, this formulation can be solved using
regular LP solvers. We emphasize, though, that the formulation
of this problem in terms of the atoms of the distribution of
the sources provides us with a mechanism for reasoning about
the case of subset constraints, under network coding. We are
unaware of previous work that proposes a formulation of this
problem.
In order to provide bounds on the gap between the optimal
costs of the subset sources case and the coded sources case,
we now present an alternate formulation of this optimization,
that is more amenable to gap analysis. Note however, that
this alternate formulation has more constraints than the one
presented above.
2) Another formulation: In the first formulation, the terminals first recover the atom sources, and then the original
source. In this alternate formulation, we pose the problem as
one of first recovering all the sources, Xi , i ∈ S at each
terminal and then the original source. Note that since these
sources are correlated, this formulation is equivalent to the
Slepian-Wolf problem over a network [20]. We shall first
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(t)

(t)

give the problem formulation and then prove that the two
formulations have the same optimums.
We construct another augmented graph G∗2 = (V2∗ , E2∗ , C2∗ )
(see Figure 3) using the basic network graph G = (V, E, C).
We append a virtual super node s∗ to G, and connect s∗ and
each source node i with virtual edges, such that its capacity
is infinity and its cost is di .
(t)
As before, let xij , t ∈ T represent the flow variable over
∗
G2 corresponding to the terminal t along edge (i, j) and let
(t)
zij represent maxt∈T xij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E. We introduce variable
(t)
Ri , t ∈ T that represents the rate from source i to terminal
(t)
(t)
(t)
t, i = 1, · · · , n. Thus R(t) = (R1 , R2 , · · · , Rn ) represents
the rate vector for terminal t. In order for t to recover the
sources [29], the rate vector R(t) needs to lie within the
Slepian-Wolf region of the sources X
RSW = {(R1 , · · · , Rn ) : ∀U ⊆ S,
Ri ≥ H(XU |XS\U )}.
i∈U

Moreover, the rates also need to be in the capacity region
such that the network has enough capacity to support them
for each terminal. As before we enforce the subset constraint
µ∗ (A) ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A. The optimization problem is defined as
SUBSET-MIN-COST.
P
P
P
minimize (i,j)∈E fij zij + A∈A ( {i∈S:A⊂Xei } di )µ∗ (A)
subject to
(t)

(5)
0 ≤ xij ≤ zij ≤ c∗ij,2 , (i, j) ∈ E2∗ , t ∈ T
X
X
(t)
(t)
(t)
xji = σi , i ∈ V2∗ , t ∈ T
xij −
{j|(i,j)∈E2∗ }
(t)

{j|(j,i)∈E2∗ }

(t)

xs∗ i ≥ Ri , ∀i ∈ S, t ∈ T

(6)

R(t) ∈ RSW , ∀t ∈ T

(7)

µ∗ (A) ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A

(8)

zs∗ i = H(Xi ) =

X

µ∗ (A), ∀i ∈ S

(9)

H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ) =

µ∗ (A)

H(XU |XS\U ) =

∗

µ (A), ∀U ⊆ S

xWA i,1 , zs∗ i,2

X

µ∗ (A)1 , ∀i ∈ S, t ∈ T

(t)

=

ei
A:A∈A,,A⊂X
∗

µ (A)2 = µ∗ (A)1 , ∀A ∈ A.
(t)

(t)

Then Ri,2 , xij,2 , zij,2 , and the atoms µ∗ (A)2 are a feasible
solution for the second formulation.
Proof. Flow balance for source node i ∈ S in the first forP
P
(t)
(t)
mulation implies that A:A⊂Xei xWA i,1 = j:(i,j)∈E ∗ xij,1 ,
1
∀i ∈ S. Therefore flow balance for source node
i in the second
formulation can bePseen as follows:
P
(t)
(t)
(t)
xs∗ i,2 =
ei xWA i,1 =
j:(i,j)∈E1∗ xij,1 =
A:A∈A,A⊂X
P
(t)
j:(i,j)∈E2∗ xij,2 , ∀i ∈ S. Flow balance at the internal nodes
is trivially satisfied. We only need to check constraints (6) and
(7).
In the equations below, we use A ∈ A (i.e., A is an atom) as
a summation index at various terms. However, for notational
simplicity, we do not explicitly include the qualifier, A ∈ A
below. Also in the equations, we have the convention that if
there is no edge between nodes WA and i in G∗1 , the flow
(t)
xWA i,1 is zero. For any U ⊆ S, we have
X (t)
X X
X X
(a)
(t)
(t)
xWA i,1
xWA i,1 =
xs∗ i,2 =
i∈U

=

X

≥

X

i∈U A:A⊂X
eU

i∈U A:A⊂X
ei

X

(t)
xWA i,1

X

(t)
xWA i,1

+

(t)

xWA i,1

=

X

X

xs∗ WA ,1 =

X

µ∗ (A)2 = H(XU |XS\U )

(t)

X

X

(t)

xWA i,1

eS\U ,A⊂X
eU i∈U
A:A*X

i∈U A:A*X
eS\U ,A⊂X
eU
(c)

µ∗ (A)1

eS\U ,A⊂X
eU
A:A*X

eS\U ,A⊂X
eU
A:A*X

=

X

i∈U A:A⊆X
eS\U ,A⊂X
eU

i∈U A:A*X
eS\U ,A⊂X
eU

=

X

eS\U ,A⊂X
eU
A:A*X

(10)

A∈A

X

X

ei
A:A∈A,A⊂X

(b)

ei
A:A∈A,A⊂X

X

Ri,2 = xs∗ i,2 =

(11)

eS\U
A:A∈A,A*X

where σit is defined in (4).
Now we prove the two formulations will get the same
optimal values. The basic idea is as follows. Note that the
objective functions for both the formulations are exactly the
same. We shall first consider the optimal solution for the
first formulation and construct a solution for the second
formulation so that we can conclude that fopt1 ≥ fopt2 . In
a similar manner we will obtain the reverse inequality, which
will establish equality of the two optimal values.
Suppose that we are given the optimal set of flows
(t)
xij,1 , zij,1 , t ∈ T, (i, j) ∈ E1∗ and the optimal atom values
µ∗ (A)1 for the first formulation, with an objective of value
fopt1 .
(t)
Claim 1: In G∗2 , for the flows xij,2 , zij,2 , and the atoms
µ∗ (A)2 , assign
(t)
(t)
xij,2 = xij,1 , zij,2 = zij,1 , ∀(i, j) ∈ G

(12)
where H(XU |XS\U ) is the conditional entropy of the second
formulation. (a) is due to the convention we defined above. (b)
is from the flow balance at the atom node and the convention
we defined above. (c) comes from the constraint (1) in the first
formulation. Therefore, constraints (6) and (7) are satisfied and
this assignment is feasible for the second formulation with a
cost equal to fopt1 .
We conclude that the optimal solution for the second formulation fopt2 will have fopt2 ≤ fopt1 .
Next we show the inequality in the reverse direction. Sup(t)
pose that we are given the optimal set of flows xij,2 , zij,2 , t ∈
T, (i, j) ∈ E2∗ and the atom values µ∗ (A)2 in the second formulation. Further assume that the optimal objective function
is fopt2 .
Claim 2: In G∗1 , assign
(t)

(t)

xij,1 = xij,2 , zij,1 = zij,2 , ∀(i, j) ∈ G
(t)

zs∗ WA ,1 = xs∗ WA ,1 = µ∗ (A)1 = µ∗ (A)2 , ∀A ∈ A.
(t)

Furthermore, there exist flow variables xWA i,1 and zWA i,1
over the edge (WA , i) ∈ V1∗ , ∀A ∈ A, such that together
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with the assignment, they form a feasible solution for the first
formulation.
P*

WA4

WA1
S1

WA7
S3

S2

Q*
Fig. 4. An example of the graph constructed for the proof of Claim 2, where
there are three sources.
(t)

Proof. It is clear that the assignments for xij,1 and zij,1 for
(i, j) ∈ G satisfy the required flow balance constraints. We
(t)
need to demonstrate the existence of flow variables xWA i,1
∗
and zWA i,1 over the edge (WA , i) ∈ V1 , ∀A ∈ A, such that
they satisfy the flow balance constraints.
Towards this end it is convenient to construct an auxiliary
graph as follows. There is a source node P ∗ connected to
the atoms WA ’s, A ∈ A, a terminal Q∗ connected to the
sources nodes, i ∈ S. There is an edge connecting WA and i
ei . An example is shown in Figure 4. The capacity
if A ⊂ X
(t)
for edge (P ∗ , WA ) is xs∗ WA ,1 , the capacity for edge (i, Q∗ )
(t)
is xs∗ i,2 , and the capacity for edge (WA , i) is infinity. Note
P
P
(t)
(t)
that A∈A xs∗ WA ,1 = i∈S xs∗ i,2 = H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ).
Therefore, if we can show that the maximum flow in this
auxiliary graph between P ∗ and Q∗ is H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ),
this would imply the existence of flow variables on the edges
between the atom nodes and the source nodes that satisfy the
required flow balance conditions.
To show this we use the max-flow min-cut theorem [30] and
instead show that the minimum value over all cuts separating
P ∗ and Q∗ is H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ).
First, notice that there is a cut with value
H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ). This cut can be simply the node
P ∗ , since the sum of the capacities of its outgoing edges is
H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ). Next, if an atom node WA belongs to
the cut that contains P ∗ , then we must have all source nodes
ei also belonging to the cut. To see
i ∈ S such that A ⊂ X
this, note that otherwise there is at least one edge crossing
the cut whose capacity is infinity, i.e., the cut cannot be the
minimum cut.
Let S ′ ⊆ S. Based on this argument it suffices to consider
cuts that contain, P ∗ , the set of nodes S \ S ′ and the set of
eS ′ . The value of this cut is at
all atoms WA such that A * X
least
X
X (t)
(t)
xs∗ WA ,1 +
xs∗ i,2
e ′
A:A∈A,A⊆X
S

= H(X1 , · · · , Xn ) −

i∈S\S ′

X

e ′
A:A∈A,A*X
S

(t)

xs∗ WA ,1 +

X

i∈S\S ′

(t)

xs∗ i,2 .

By constraints (6), (7) and the given assignment,
P
(t)
we have
e ′ xs∗ WA ,1 = H(XS\S ′ |XS ′ ) ≤
A:A∈A,A*X
S
P
(t)
i∈S\S ′ xs∗ i,2 . This implies that the value of any cut of this
form at least H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ). Therefore we can conclude
that the minimum cut over all cuts separating P ∗ and Q∗ is
exactly H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ), i.e., our assignment is a valid
solution.
Using Claims 1 and 2, we conclude that fopt1 = fopt2 .
As mentioned earlier, the second formulation will be useful
when we compute the cost gap between the coded and subset
cases, we will use the graph G∗ = G∗2 in the rest of the paper.
B. Solution explanation and construction
Assume that we solve the above problem and obtain the
values of all the atoms µ∗ (A), A ∈ A. These will in general be
fractional. We now outline the algorithm that decides the content of each source node. We use the assumption that the original source can be represented as a collection of independent
equal-entropy random variables {OSi }Q
i=1 , for large enough
Q at this point. Suppose that H(OS1 ) = β. In turn, we can
conclude that there exist integers
P αA , ∀A ∈ A, such that αA ×
β = µ∗ (A), ∀A ∈ A and that A∈A αA = Q. Consider an ordering of the atoms, denoted as A1 , A2 , · · · , A2n −1 . The atom
sources can then be assigned as follows: For each Ai , assign
WAi = (OSPj<i αAj +1 , OSPj<i αAj +2 , . . . , OSPj≤i αAj ). It
is clear that the resultant atom sources are independent and that
ei ),
H(WA ) = µ∗ (A), ∀A ∈ A. Now set Xi = (WA : A ⊂ X
to obtain the sources at each node.
The assumption on the original source is essentially equivalent to saying that a large file can be subdivided into arbitrarily
small pieces. To see this assume that each edge in the network
has a capacity of 1000 bits/sec. At this time-scale, suppose that
we treat each edge as unit-capacity. If the smallest unit of a
file is a single bit, then we can consider it to be consisting of
sources of individual entropy equal to 10−3 .
C. Coded source network
Given the same network, if we allow coded information to
be stored at the sources, using the augmented graph G∗ by the
second problem formulation, the storage at the sources can be
viewed as the transmission along the edges connecting the
virtual source and real sources. Then the problem becomes
the standard minimum cost multicast with network coding
problem (CODED-MIN-COST) [11] where the variables are
(t)
only the flows
Pzij and xij . P
minimize (i,j)∈E fij zij + i∈S di zs∗ i
subject to
(t)

0 ≤ xij ≤ zij ≤ c∗ij , (i, j) ∈ E ∗ , t ∈ T
X
X
(t)
(t)
(t)
xji = σi , i ∈ V ∗ , t ∈ T
xij −

{j|(i,j)∈E ∗ }

σit

{j|(j,i)∈E ∗ }

where
is defined in (4). Assume we have the solution for
CODED-MIN-COST, we can use the random coding scheme
introduced by [29] or other deterministic coding schemes [31]
to reconstruct the sources and the information flow of each
edge.
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V. C OST

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CODED CASE AND
SUBSET CASE

For given instances of the problem, we can certainly compute the cost gap by solving the corresponding optimization
problems SUBSET-MIN-COST and CODED-MIN-COST. In
this section we formulate an alternate version of CODEDMIN-COST where we also seek to obtain the values of
the atom measures of the sources (as we did for SUBSETMIN-COST). In principle, this requires us to ensure that the
atom measures to satisfy the information inequalities [21] that
consist of Shannon type inequalities and non-Shannon type
inequalities when n ≥ 4. In reference [32], it was shown
that there are infinitely many non-Shannon type inequalities
when n ≥ 4. Hence, it is impossible to list all the information
inequalities when the source number exceeds 4. Moreover,
since the entropic region is not polyhedral, the problem is
no longer an LP. In our optimization we only enforce the
Shannon inequalities and remove the non-negativity constraint
on the atom measures. In general, these atom measures may
not correspond to the distribution of an actual coded solution.
However, as explained below, starting with an output of our
LP, we find a feasible instance for the SUBSET-MIN-COST
problem and then arrive at an upper bound on the gap.
In the general case, of n sources, even this optimization
has constraints that are exponential in n. However, this formulation still has advantages. In particular, we are able to
provide a greedy algorithm to find near-optimal solutions for
it. Moreover, we are able to prove that this greedy algorithm
allows us to determine an upper bound in the case of three
sources, which can be shown to be tight, i.e., there exists a
network topology such that the cost gap is met with equality.
A. Analysis of the gap between the coded case and the subset
case
We now present the problem formulation for ATOM-CODED∗
MIN-COST. P
We use the augmented
P graph G in Figure 3:
minimize (i,j)∈E fij zij + i∈S di zs∗ i
(t)

subject to 0 ≤ xij ≤ zij ≤ c∗ij , ∀(i, j) ∈ E ∗ , t ∈ T
X
X
(t)
(t)
(t)
xji = σi , ∀i ∈ V ∗ , t ∈ T
xij −

{j|(i,j)∈E ∗ }

{j|(j,i)∈E ∗ }

(13)
(t)
xs∗ i

≥

(t)
Ri , ∀i

∈ S, t ∈ T

(14)

R(t) ∈ RSW , ∀t ∈ T

(15)

H(Xi |XS\{i} ) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ S

(16)

zs∗ i = H(Xi ), ∀i ∈ S;

H(X1 , X2 · · · , Xn ) =

(17)
∗

µ (A)

A∈A

(18)
σit

ei ,A⊂X
ej ,A*X
eK
A∈A:A⊂X

where K ⊆ S \ {i, j}.
Now we prove that ATOM-CODED-MIN-COST and
CODED-MIN-COST have the same optimums. Let
the optimum of ATOM-CODED-MIN-COST (CODEDMIN-COST) be fopta (foptc ). Denote ConA
=
{the set of constraint of ATOM-CODED-MIN-COST} and
ConC = {the set of constraint of CODED-MIN-COST}.
First we note that the two LPs have the same objective
functions, and ConC ⊂ ConA. Therefore, we should
have fopta ≥ foptc . Next we note that µ∗ (A), A ∈ A
are variables in ConA \ ConC ((14)(15)(16)(17)(18)).
Let the optimal set of flows for CODED-MIN-COST be
(t)
denoted as xij,c , zij,c , t ∈ T, (i, j) ∈ E ∗ . Now suppose that
fopta > foptc . Note that this assignment is infeasible for
ATOM-CODED-MIN-COST, since fopta > foptc . Next, since
ConC ⊂ ConA, the constraints that cause infeasibility have
to be in (14)-(18). This implies that a feasible µ∗ (A), A ∈ A
cannot be found.
We claim that this is a contradiction. This is because if coding is allowed at the source, then there exists a deterministic
algorithm [31] for the multicast network code assignment with
a virtual source connected to all the source nodes that operates
with the subgraph induced by zij,c , (i, j) ∈ E ∗ . This algorithm
guarantees the existence of random variables X1 , . . . , Xn that
correspond to the sources. This in turn implies the existence
of atom measures that satisfy all information inequalities
corresponding to the flow assignment zij,c , (i, j) ∈ E ∗ . In the
above LP, we have only enforce the elemental inequalities,
therefore the existence for µ∗ (A), A ∈ A is guaranteed.
Now, suppose that we know the optimal value of the above
(t)
(t)
optimization problem, i.e., the flows xij,1 , zij,1 , t ∈ T, (i, j) ∈
E ∗ , the measure of the atoms µ∗ (A)1 , ∀A ∈ A, and the
corresponding conditional entropies H 1 (XU |XS\U ), ∀U ⊆
S. If we can construct a feasible solution for SUBSETMIN-COST such that the flows over E ∗ are the same as
(t)
(t)
xij,1 (and zij,1 ), t ∈ T, (i, j) ∈ E, then we can arrive at an
upper bound for the gap. This is done below.
Let µ∗ (A) denote the variables for the atom measures for
the subset case. The gap LP is,
minimize
X
X
X
X
(
di )µ∗ (A) −
(
di )µ∗ (A)1
A∈A {i∈S:A⊂X
ei }

I(Xi ; Xj |XK ) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ S, j ∈ S, i 6= j, K ⊆ S \ {i, j}
X

which guarantee that all Shannon type inequalities are satisfied
[21]. The constraints in (16) and (17) can be represented in
the form of atoms:
eS\{i}
H(Xi |XS\{i} ) = µ∗ (A), A * X
X
µ∗ (A)
I(Xi ; Xj |XK ) =

where
is defined in (4). The formulation is the same as
SUBSET-MIN-COST (Equation (5)) except that we remove
(8), and add (16) and (17), that are elemental inequalities,

subject to
X

A∈A {i∈S:A⊂X
ei }

µ∗ (A) ≤ H 1 (XU |XS\U ), ∀U ⊂ S

eS\U
A:A∈A,A*X

X

A:A∈A

µ∗ (A) ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A
µ∗ (A) = H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn )

(19)
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where H 1 (XU |XS\U ) =

P

eS\U
A:A∈A,A*X

µ∗ (A)1 , ∀U ⊂
(t)

=
S. In the SUBSET-MIN-COST, we assign xij
(t)
(t)
(t)
∗
∗
,
(i,
j)
∈
E
and
z
=
=
z
,
(i,
j)
∈
E
,
z
x
s i
ij,1
ij
Pij,1
∗
ei µ (A), ∀i ∈ S. To see that this is feasible,
A:A∈A,A⊂X
note that
zs∗ i =

X

µ∗ (A) = H(Xi )

ei
A:A∈A,A⊂X

= H(X1 , · · · , Xn ) − H(X1 , · · · , Xi−1 , Xi+1 , · · · , Xn |Xi )
(a)

≥

H(X1 , · · · , Xn ) − H 1 (X1 , · · · , Xi−1 , Xi+1 , · · · , Xn |Xi )

= H 1 (Xi ) = zs∗ i,1
(t)

(t)

P
∗
=
value of µ∗ (Amin ), so that
A∈A µ (A)
H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ) and STOP. If NO, then label
Amin as “assigned”.
3) Go to step 2.
It is clear that this algorithm returns a feasible set of atom
values, since we maintain feasibility at all times and enforce
the sum of the atom values to be H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ).
The greedy algorithm, though suboptimal, does give the
exact gap in many cases that we tested. Moreover, as discussed
next, the greedy approach allows us to arrive at a closed form
expression for the an upper bound on the gap in the case of
three sources. However, it is not clear if there is a constant
factor approximation for the greedy algorithm.

≥ xs∗ i,1 = xs∗ i .
This implies that constraint (5) is satisfied.
X (t)
X (t)
(b)
xs∗ i =
xs∗ i,1 ≥ H 1 (XU |XS\U ) ≥ H(XU |XS\U )

i:i∈U

i:i∈U

P
∗
where H(XU |XS\U ) =
eS\U µ (A), ∀U ⊂ S.
A:A∈A,A*X
Then constraints (6) and (7) are satisfied.
Both (a) and (b) come from constraint (19). The difference in the costs is only due to the different storage costs,
since the flow costs are exactly the same. It is possible that
the atom measures from ATOM-CODED-MIN-COST are not
valid since they may not satisfy the non-Shannon inequalities.
However, we claim that the solution of the Gap LP is still
an upper bound of the difference between the coded and
the subset case. This is because (a) we have constructed
a feasible solution for SUBSET-MIN-COST starting with
µ∗ (A)1 , ∀A ∈ A, and (b), as argued above, the optimal values
of CODED-MIN-COST and ATOM-CODED-MIN-COST are
the same. The difference between the costs in the coded case
and the subset case are only due to the different storage costs,
since the flows in both cases are the same. Therefore, the
objective function of the gap LP is a valid upper bound on the
gap.
B. Greedy Algorithm
We present a greedy algorithm for the gap LP that returns a
feasible, near-optimal solution, and hence serves as an upper
bound to the gap. The main idea is to start by saturating atom
values with the low costs, while still remaining feasible. For
instance, suppose that source 1 has the smallest cost. Then, the
e1 ∩k∈N \{1} X
e c has the least cost, and therefore we
atom X
S
k
assign it the maximum value possible, i.e., H 1 (X1 |XS\{1} ).
Further assignments are made similarly in a greedy fashion.
More precisely, we follow the steps given below.
1) Initialize µ∗ (A) = 0, ∀A ∈ A. Label all atoms as
“unassigned”.
2) If all atoms have been assigned, STOP. Otherwise, let
Amin denote the atom with the minimum cost that is
still unassigned.
∗
• Set µ (Amin ) ≥ 0 as large as possible so that the
sum of the values of all assigned atoms does not
violate any constraint in (19). P
∗
>
• Check
to see whether
A∈A µ (A)
H(X1 , X2 , · · · , Xn ). If YES, then reduce the

C. Three sources case
The case of three sources is special because, (i) Shannon
type inequalities suffice to describe the entropic region, i.e.,
non-Shannon type inequalities do not exist for three random
variables. This implies that we can find three random variables
using the atom measures found by the solution of ATOMCODED-MIN-COST. (ii) Moreover, there is at most one atom
e1 ∩ X
e2 ∩ X
e3 ) that can be negative. This makes
measure, µ∗ (X
the analysis easier since the greedy algorithm proposed above
e1 ∩
can be applied to obtain the required bound. Let b = µ∗ (X
∗ e
c
c
∗ e
c
e
e
e
e
e
e3c ),
X2 ∩ X3 ), a1 = µ (X1 ∩ X2 ∩ X3 ), a2 = µ (X2 ∩ X1 ∩ X
∗ e
c
c
∗ e
c
e
e
e
e
a3 = µ (X3 ∩ X2 ∩ X1 ), a4 = µ (X1 ∩ X2 ∩ X3 ), a5 =
e2 ∩ X
e3 ∩ X
e c ).
e1 ∩ X
e3 ∩ X
e c ), and a6 = µ∗ (X
µ∗ (X
1
2
Claim 3: Consider random variables X1 , X2 and X3 with
H(X1 , X2 , X3 ) = h. Then, b ≥ − h2 .
Proof: The elemental inequalities are given by ai ≥
0, i = 1, · · · , 6 (non-negativity of conditional entropy and
conditional mutual information) and ai + b ≥ 0, i =
4,P5, 6 (non-negativity of mutual information). We also have
( i=1,··· ,6 ai ) + b = h. Assume that b < − h2 . Then,
ai + b ≥ 0 ⇒ ai ≥ −b >

h
, i = 4, 5, 6 ⇒ a4 + a5 > h.
2

Next,
h = a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 + a6 + b
≥ a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 > a1 + a2 + a3 + h.
This implies that a1 + a2 + a3 < 0, which is a contradiction,
since ai ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , 6.
Using this we can obtain the following lemma
Lemma 1: Suppose that we have three source nodes. Let
the joint entropy of the original source be h and let fopt2
represent the optimal value of SUBSET-MIN-COST and fopt1 ,
the optimal value of CODED-MIN-COST. Let b∗ and a∗i be
the optimal value of b and ai in the coded case, respectively.
If b∗ ≥ 0, the costs for the coded case and the subset case will
be the same. If b∗ < 0, fopt2 − fopt1 ≤ (mini∈S (di )) × |b∗ | ≤
(mini∈S (di ))h/2.
Proof: When b∗ ≥ 0, the subset case atom values equal
to the coded case atom values, then the two cases have the
same costs. When b∗ ≤ 0, without loss of generality, assume
that mini∈S (di ) = d1 . As in the greedy algorithm above,
we construct a feasible solution for SUBSET-MIN-COST by
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keeping the flow values the same, but changing the atom values
suitably. Let a2i , i = 1, . . . , 6, b2 denote the atom values for the
subset case. Consider the following assignment,
a2i = a∗i , i = 1, . . . , 5;

a26 = a∗6 − |b∗ |;

1
6
4

5

b2 = 0.

7

S*

This is shown pictorially in Figure 5.

2
9

8

a2*

Fig. 6. Network with source nodes at 1, 2 and 3; terminals at 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Append a virtual source S ∗ connecting real sources.

a1*

a1*

a4*

3

X1

X1

a5*

a5*

a4*

b*

TABLE I
ATOM VALUES WHEN SUBSET CONSTRAINTS ARE ENFORCED

0

a6*

a2*

a3*
X3

X2

Coded case

a6* − | b* |

a3*
X3

X2
Corresponding subset case

Fig. 5. The figure illustrates a transformation from the coded case to the
subset case, when the first source has the minimal storage cost and b∗ < 0.

We can check constraint (19) to see that the solution is
feasible for the gap LP for three sources. It can also be verified
that we can arrive at the above assignment by applying our
greedy algorithm. Furthermore, on checking the KKT conditions of the gap LP, we conclude that the obtained solution
(t)
is the optimal solution for the gap LP. xij,1 , (i, j) ∈ E ∗ are
feasible for the subset problem. The flows do not change over
transforming the coded case to the subset case. The only cost
increased by transforming from the coded case to the subset
case is d1 × |b∗ | ≤ (mini∈S (di ))h/2.
In the results section, we shall show an instance of a network
where this upper bound is tight.
Finally we note that, when there are only two source nodes,
there is no cost difference between the subset case and the
coded case, since for two random variables, all atoms have to
be nonnegative. We state this as a lemma below.
Lemma 2: Suppose that we have two source nodes. Let
fopt2 represent the optimal value of SUBSET-MIN-COST
and fopt1 , the optimal value of CODED-MIN-COST. Then,
fopt2 = fopt1 .
VI. S IMULATION RESULTS
In this section we present an example of a network with
three sources where our upper bound derived in Section V-C
is tight. We also present results of several experiments with
randomly generated graphs. The primary motivation was to
study whether the difference in cost between the subset sources
case and the coded case occurs very frequently.
Consider the network in Figure 6 with three sources nodes,
1, 2 and 3 and four terminal nodes, 6, 7, 8, and 9. The entropy
of the original source = H(X1 , X2 , X3 ) = 2 and all edges are
unit-capacity. The costs are such that fij = 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ E and
d1 = d2 = 2, d3 = 1.

Atom

µ∗ (·)

e1 ∩ X
ec ∩ X
ec
X
2
3

0

ec ∩ X
e2 ∩ X
ec
X
1
3

0

e1 ∩ X
e2 ∩
X

ec
X
3

0.5809

ec ∩ X
ec ∩ X
e3
X
1
2

0

e1 ∩ X
ec ∩ X
e3
X
2

0.6367

ec
X
1

0.7824

e2 ∩ X
e3
∩X

e1 ∩ X
e2 ∩ X
e3
X

0

The optimal cost in the subset sources case is 17. The
corresponding atom values are listed in the Table I. In this
case we have
In the coded sources case, the optimal value is 16, with
H(X1 ) = H(X2 ) = H(X3 ) = 1. Note that in this case the
gap between the optimal values is precisely = 22 × 1 = 1, i.e.,
the upper bound derived in the previous section is met with
equality.
We generated several directed graphs at random with |V | =
87, |E| = 322. The linear cost of each edge was fixed to an
integer in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 29, 31}. We ran 5000 experiments
with fixed parameters (|S|, |T |, h), where |S| - number of
source nodes, |T | - number of terminal nodes, and h - entropy
of the original source. The locations of the source and terminal
nodes were chosen randomly. The capacity of each edge was
chosen at random from the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. In many cases it
turned out that the network did not have enough capacity to
support recovery of the data at the terminals. These instances
were discarded.
The results are shown in Table II. The “Equal” row corresponds to the number of instances when both the coded and
subset cases have the same cost, and “Non-equal” corresponds
to the number of instances where the coded case has a lower
cost. We have found that in most cases, the two cases have
the exact same cost. We also computed the gap LP and
the greedy algorithm to evaluate the cost gap. Note that the
gap LP is only an upper bound since it is derived assuming
that the flow patterns do not change between the two cases.
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TABLE II
C OMPARISONS OF TWO SCHEMES IN 5000 RANDOM DIRECTED GRAPHS

(|S|, |T |, h)

(3, 3, 3) (4, 4, 4) (5, 5, 5) (4, 5, 5) (5, 4, 5) (4, 4, 5)

Equal

3893

2855

1609

1577

2025

1954

N on − equal

1

3

10

9

6

8

When (|S|, |T |, h) = (4, 3, 4), among 5000 experiments, 3269
instances could support both cases. Out of these, there were
481 instances where the upper bound determined by the gap
LP was not tight. In addition, there were 33 instances where
the greedy algorithm failed to solve the gap LP exactly.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE

WORK

In this work, we considered network coding based content
distribution, under the assumption that the content can be considered as a collection of independent equal entropy sources.
e.g., a large file that can be subdivided into small pieces. Given
a network with a specified set of source nodes, we examined
two cases. In the subset sources case, the source nodes are
constrained to only contain subsets of the pieces of the content,
whereas in the coded sources case, the source nodes can
contain arbitrary functions of the pieces. The cost of a solution
is defined as the sum of the storage cost and the cost of the
flows required to support the multicast. We provided succinct
formulations of the corresponding optimization problems by
using the properties of information measures. In particular,
we showed that when there are two source nodes, there is
no loss in considering subset sources. For three source nodes,
we derived a tight upper bound on the cost gap between the
two cases. A greedy algorithm for estimating the cost gap
for a given instance was provided. Finally, we also provided
algorithms for determining the content of the source nodes.
Our results indicate that when the number of source nodes is
small, in many cases constraining the source nodes to only
contain subsets of the content does not incur a loss.
In our work, we have used linear objective functions.
However, this is not necessary. We could also have used
convex functions. That would simply not have allowed a LP
formulation and the gap bound would be different. In our
work, we have assumed that the locations of the source node
are known. It would be interesting to consider, whether one
can extend this work to identify the optimal locations of the
source nodes, e.g., if an ISP wants to establish mirror sites,
what their geographical locations should be. The gap between
subset and coded sources shown here is for three sources. It
would be interesting to see how it grows with the number of
sources. We conjecture that the gap can be quite large when
the number of source nodes is high. We have investigated the
difference of the coded and subset case under a network with
arbitrary topology. Examining this issue when the network has
structural constraints (such as bounded treewidth [33]) could
be another avenue for future work.
Beyond gaps, there may be advantages to coding when
we have multi-tiered distributed storage, such as in the case

in current large CDNs. In that case, the subset approach
would require extra constraints in the middle tiers that may
be difficult to keep track of. The coded storage approach
gracefully extends to a multi-tiered architecture.
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A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1.
(1) Independent random variables WA , A ∈ A, such that
H(WA ) = α(A) can be constructed [21]. Then we can set
ei ). It only remains to check
Xi = (WA : A ∈ A, A ⊂ X
the consistency of the measures. For this, we have, for all
V ⊆ NS ,
X
H(WA ),
(20)
H(XV ) =
eV
A∈A:A⊂X

using the independence of the WA ’s. On the other hand we
know that
X
eV ) =
µ∗ (A).
(21)
H(XV ) = µ∗ (X
eV
A∈A:A⊂X

Equating these two we have, for all V ⊆ NS ,
X
X
µ∗ (A).
H(WA ) =
eV
A∈A:A⊂X

(22)

eV
A∈A:A⊂X

Now, one possible solution to this is that µ∗ (A) =
H(WA ), ∀A ∈ A. By the uniqueness of µ∗ [21], we know
that this is the only solution.
(2) We shall prove all the measures are nonnegative by
ei ’s in an
induction. Without loss of generality, we can order X
∗ e
e
arbitrary way, we analyze the measure µ (X1 ∩· · ·∩ Xl ∩k:k∈K
e c ) where K ⊆ NS \ {1, 2, · · · , l}, l ≤ n.
X
k
When l = 1, the measure corresponds to conditional
entropy, ∀K ⊆ NS \ {1}
e c ) = H(X1 |XK ) ≥ 0.
e1 ∩k:k∈K X
µ∗ (X
k

When l = 2, we have, ∀K ⊆ NS \ {1, 2}
e c ) = I(X1 ; X2 |XK )
e1 ∩ X
e2 ∩k:k∈K X
µ∗ (X
k

= H(X1 , XK ) + H(X2 , XK ) − H(XK ) − H(X1 , X2 , XK )
X
=
H(Zi ) ≥ 0.
i∈V1 ∩V2 ∩k:k∈K Vkc

Assume for l = j, ∀K ⊆ NS \ {1, 2, · · · , j}, the following
statement holds,
X
ekc ) =
e1 ∩ · · · ∩ X
ej ∩k:k∈K X
µ∗ (X
H(Zi ).
i∈V1 ∩···∩Vj ∩k:k∈K Vkc

(23)
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When l = j + 1, ∀K ⊆ NS \ {1, 2, · · · , j + 1}, we shall
have
ekc )
e1 ∩ · · · ∩ X
ej+1 ∩k:k∈K X
µ∗ (X
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